
MA 16020 FINAL EXAM INFORMATION 
 
      The Final Exam is Tuesday, December 16, at 8:00 AM EARLY IN THE 
MORNING, plan to be there no later than 7:50 AM. The Final Exam is a 2-hour 
exam. 
 
NEW EXAM ROOM:  LILY 1105 
 
       The final exam is a 200 point, comprehensive, multiple-choice exam.  There 
are 25 questions on the exam and two hours to complete it.  The only formulas 
provided are those listed on the formula sheet on the course web page. 
www.math.purdue/MA16020 
 
      **Bring photo i.d. to the final.  Without it, you may not be allowed to take the 
final.  You will need to code your ten-digit Purdue i.d. number, your Form number,  
and your section number on your answer sheet, to be sure your score on the final 
exam is recorded correctly.  Your instructor will announce the four-digit section 
number at the final. 
 
        Practice problems for the final are available on the course web page.  
However, do not focus solely on these problems to review.  Be sure to also look at 
all the homework problems, the quizzes, your instructor's examples from class 
and the midterm exams from this semester that are posted on the course webpage. 
 
        Remember to bring a one-line calculator to the final.  We cannot share 
calculators at the final, and cell phones cannot be used as calculators.  (Cell phones 
must be turned off and put away during the final.) 
 
        **There is no partial credit on the exam.  However, you should circle your 
answers on the exam booklet itself.  In the event that anything happens to 
your answer sheet, the exam will be used as a backup.  (However, note that no 
regrades will be allowed for miscoded answer sheets.)   
 
         **At the end of the Final Exam, you will turn in both your answer sheet 
and the exam itself.  If all goes well, final exam scores will be in Blackboard and 
exam letter grade estimates will be available via the course web page by sometime 
Thursday morning, 12/18.  Semester course grades may be available in Blackboard 
by late Friday, 12/19, and will be available in MyPurdue Wednesday, 12/24 the 
week after Final Exams. 


